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WHAT THE HELL IS  
LOMOGRAPHY ?

Established in Vienna in 1992, The 
Lomographic Society International is a 
globally-active organization dedicated 
to analogue, experimental, and creative 
photography. Through our constantly 
expanding collection of innovative films, 
cameras, instant products, lenses & 
photographic accessories, we’re devoted 
to designing and producing all the 
photographic tools you need to create, 
capture and communicate this curious 
world we live in. Whether you’re a 
complete novice or a seasoned pro, we 

believe that you have the power to create 
something incredible. Today, we supply 
Lomographers all over the world through  
our Online Shop as well as Embassy 
Stores, specialist photo labs, galleries, 
museums, and international retail 
partners. Lomography is well and 
truly on the social media map with 
1.5 million followers across Facebook, 
Instagram, YouTube, and Twitter. Make 
sure you join us there and tag your shots 
with #HeyLomography for a chance  
to be featured!

https://www.lomography.com/
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GLORIOUS FILM
THE WORLD OF LOMOGRAPHY FILM

Lomography makes the film of the future.

We have been crafting new and exciting Lomography films for over two decades. 
We cover color negative, black and white, slide and redscale across 35 mm, 120 
and 110 formats – in fact, we are the only people in the world manufacturing 110 
film right now.
No matter what you are looking for, there’s a roll of Lomography film waiting for you… 
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new

TICKLE ME TURQUOISE 

This out-of-this-world emulsion took the 
film photography world by storm when we 
first released it in 2015. A hit amongst film 
photographers worldwide, it disappeared 
from the shelves for a while, taking an 
open-ended vacation to rest, recharge and 
re-evaluate its mission in life. Expired rolls 
were like gold dust, flitting around between 
desperate Lomographers searching for their 
piece of Turquoise treasure. 

So, after countless requests via our DMs, 
emails, tweets, by carrier pigeon and more... 
we were thrilled to bring this much-loved 
film stock back to life with a fanfare worthy 
of the analogue royalty it is! LomoChrome 
Turquoise is BACK to fulfill everyone’s 
chrome-film fantasies.

AN INTRIGUING EMULSION

Like the other members of our LomoChrome 
film family, this specially formatted 
film transforms everyday colors into a 
kaleidoscope of unbelievable shades. Warm 
colors transform into deep emeralds, cobalts 
and cyans and tints of blue fade into gorgeous 
golden gradients. It’s as simple as loading a 
roll into a camera, snapping away in a daze 
of experimental bliss with the extended 
100–400 ISO range, then developing using 
the standard C-41 processing to reveal truly 
enchanting results!

MULTI-FORMAT FUN

We’re committed to keeping film alive and 
want to give you all the tools you need to 
appreciate the analogue world.That’s why 
we made sure that LomoChrome Turquoise 
is available in 35 mm, 120 and even a brand-
new 110 format so you can get experimental 
however you choose to shoot.

LOMOGRAPHY FILMS 
LOMOCHROME
LOMOCHROME TURQUOISE

Our most experimental emulsion. 

Meet the craziest member of our color-shifting 
LomoChrome family. LomoChrome Turquoise 
is our newest experimental emulsion, ready 
to take you on a whirlwind adventure into the 
blue and turn your world upside down with a 
unique formula that will surprise even the avid 
LomoChrome shooter!

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Film Type: Color Negative
ISO: 100–400
Format: 35 mm, 120 and 110
Processing: C-41
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LomoChrome Metropolis comes with a unique chemical 
formula specifically developed in our Lomography film 
manufactory which mutes tones and makes contrasts 
pop. This film is built for exploring the urban jungle in 
all of its grit and beauty and now, get even stronger 
contrasts and astounding pops of color with the 
reworked LomoChrome Metropolis 2021 formula. 
Search for the bright colors of the urban jungle and 
frame your subject in powerful portraits as they trudge 
the city streets.

Master of muted tones.
 
Explore the urban jungle in all of its grit and beauty. 
Search for rays of color in a sea of black skyscrapers 
and enjoy color-shifting effects rich in contrast and 
desaturated tones. 

LOMOGRAPHY FILMS  
LOMOCHROME
LOMOCHROME METROPOLIS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Film Type: Color Negative
ISO: 100–400
Format: 35 mm, 120 and 110
Processing: C-41
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LOMOGRAPHY FILMS  
LOMOCHROME
LOMOCHROME PURPLE

All the ease of a normal color negative with out-of-
this-world effects.

Explore the color spectrum like never before with this 
color contortionist. Watch as blue becomes green, 
green becomes purple and yellow becomes pink.

Carefully crafted by our color contortionist chemical 
engineers, LomoChrome Purple is fermented in a top 
secret location and allowed to mature to perfection. 
A delicate balance of the finest photon reactive silver 
halide crystals and special color compounds, this trippy 
emulsion yields spectacular psychedelic scenes, crafting 
a heady blend of earthy reds, crisp plums and pretty 
purples.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Film Type: Color Negative
ISO: 100–400
Format: 35 mm, 120 and 110
Processing: C-41
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A very special collection of multiformat 
monochrome masterpieces.  

Perfect for when you want to render your images with 
timeless cinematic ambiance and dive into the world 
of self-development. Whether it’s hard-hitting high 
contrast or a sophisticated tonal spectrum you're 
after, the B&W Kino Film Family has got you covered - 
each member boasts a distinct personality so try them 
all out and find your favorite.

LOMOGRAPHY FILMS  
KINO B&W

BERLIN KINO 
Unique in its high dynamic range and ability to produce distinct 
yet equally stunning results with different filters and development 
processes, Berlin Kino B&W ISO 400 is a blank canvas for your 
creativity. Due to its impressive latitude, you can really push this film 
and still retain an impressive tonal range and detail.  

ISO: 400  
Available in: 35 mm / 120

POTSDAM KINO 
Just like its bigger brother Berlin, Potsdam Kino B&W ISO 100 casts 
an unmistakable monochrome charm across both 35 mm and 
medium format film. With a medium speed of ISO 100, it’s perfect for 
sunny days and detailed scenes. With a classic fine grain structure 
and subtle contrast, this is a powerful and poetic cine film.  

ISO: 100  
Available in: 35 mm / 120

FANTÔME KINO
The third addition to the Kino B&W Film Family, Fantôme Kino B&W 
ISO 8 packs drama into the frame with crushed shadows and super 
high contrast renderings, reminiscent of our favorite Film Noir 
classics. Effortlessly evoke the theatre in your everyday life with this 
show stopping black and white beauty.  

ISO: 8  
Available in: 35 mm  

BABYLON KINO
The newest addition to the Kino B&W Film Family, Babylon Kino 
B&W ISO 13 delicately imbues frames with nuanced nostalgia. This 
panchromatic emulsion captures life’s most emotive moments in 
glamorous grayscale, rendering soft tonal contrast and retaining 
attributes even in super bright scenarios. 

ISO: 13  
Available in: 35 mm 
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Perfect for gifting.  

Perfect for gifting. The Analogue Duet, Quartet and 
Analogue Trio multipacks wrap up an ensemble of 
Lomography 35 mm films, showcased in irresistible tin 
canisters and include a collectible mini Lomography 
keychain to boot! 

LOMOGRAPHY FILMS  
MULTIPACKS

ANALOGUE DUET 
Sample our sensational color-shifters. Delve into the mesmerizing 
world of Lomography LomoChrome films and create your own 
color crescendos with this special edition, double trouble pack of 
two trippy color negative films. The Analogue Duet dials up the 
saturation with a roll of LomoChrome Metropolis and LomoChrome 
Purple film inside. Take your chroma creativity up an octave. 

ANALOGUE QUARTET 
Get four rolls of fun with this analogue assortment. Upgrade to 
the Analogue Quartet and add two Lomography black and white 
favorites to your LomoChrome bundle so you can go in for some 
gorgeous grayscale too. Complete with LomoChrome Metropolis, 
LomoChrome Purple, Potsdam Kino and Berlin Kino films, you can 
try them all out for size and move through phrases of high contrast 
harmonies to monochrome melodies. 

ANALOGUE TRIO 
Getting experimental with explosions of color is as easy as one, 
two, three with this triple-treat including all three of our specially 
formulated color negative films. Choose the Analogue Trio to sample 
one roll of each LomoChrome Metropolis, Purple and Turquoise film 
and discover every color of the LomoChrome rainbow. 

×2 ×2 ×1

×3 ×3 ×1

×4 ×4 ×1
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More films and all the formats!  

Lomography Color Negative films are known for their 
vivid colors and stunning sharpness. We have a broad 
range of 3-pack color negative, black and white, slide 
and redscale films available in 35 mm and 120 formats. 
Nearly all of our fabulous films are available in the 110 
format too!

LOMOGRAPHY FILMS  
COLOR NEGATIVE

COLOR NEGATIVE 100 
Lomography Color Negative 100 35 mm 
film offers fine-grained smoothness and 
knockout hues, resulting in fantastic photos 
beaming with vivid colors and remarkable 
sharpness.

ISO: 100  
Available in: 35 mm / 120

COLOR NEGATIVE 400 
Lomography Color Negative 400 35 mm film 
will dazzle you with bold colors and stunning 
sharpness. Whether you are shooting under 
sunny or cloudy conditions, you’ll get great 
results.

ISO: 400  

Available in: 35 mm / 120

COLOR NEGATIVE 800
The last thing you want to do is sacrifice your 

Lomographic colors for a little extra speed. 

Lomography Color Negative 800 35 mm film 

guarantees amazing results even in low-

lighting situations.  

ISO: 800  

Available in: 35 mm / 120
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EARL GREY 
Lomography’s Earl Grey is an exquisite black 
and white film that will surely give your 
shots an extra dose of style and class. This 
film produces deep blacks, bright whites 
and soft shades of grey even under low-light 
conditions. 

ISO: 100  
Available in: 35 mm / 120

EARL AND LADY GREY B&W

LADY GREY 
This lady promises smooth grain, stunning 
tones and all the speed you need to shoot 
even under unfavorable lighting conditions. 
This film adds elegance to your photos and 
is perfect for capturing action and low-light 
shots.

ISO: 400  
Available in: 35 mm / 120

REDSCALE XR 
Lomography Redscale XR 50-200 is a redscale 
film with an extended exposure range. This 
film washes your images with warm shades 
of red, orange and yellow—and even shades 
of cool blue, giving you tons of creative 
control and unlimited shooting possibilities.

ISO: 100  
Available in: 35 mm / 120

REDSCALE XR 

LOMOGRAPHY FILMS 

These two members of monochrome monarchy 
promise smooth tones and a touch of class!

Choose this film to bathe your photos in glowing shades 
of red and orange, plus experiment with the extended 
ISO range to render radiant results.
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TIGER 
Our first ever 110 color negative film! Paint your shots with roaring 
colors for beautiful and natural scenes.

ISO: 200 

110

ORCA 
This B&W emulsion will yield nothing but the finest monochrome 
shots for classic cinematic aesthetics.

ISO: 100 

LOBSTER 
This film will drench your photos in ruby reds. Ranging from fiery 
orange hues to nostalgic sepia tones.

ISO: 200 

TURQUOISE 
This tantalizingly turquoise color-shifting film will turn your world 
upside down with gorgeous golden gradients and bold blue tones.

ISO: 100-400

LOMOCHROME METROPOLIS 
Desaturate colors, mute tones and makes contrasts pop with this 
magnificently moody film.

ISO: 100–400 

LOMOCHROME PURPLE 
Yield spectacular psychedelic scenes by crafting a heady blend of 
earthy reds and velvety violet tones.

ISO: 100–400 

LOMOGRAPHY FILMS The tiny 110 format guarantees convenience and ease 
of use, making it ideal for casual, shoot-from-the-hip 
happy snapshots.
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For scanning 35 mm, 120, 110 and special format 
negatives.

Our DigitaLIZA Scanning Masks use an innovative 
magnetic mechanism to hold your negative 
perfectly flat for seamless, high-quality scanning or 
photographing scanning or photographing with a 
flatbed scanner or digital camera.
Our full range of products encourages analogue fun 
and adventure which can occasionally lead to some 
tricky negative formats! Our super range of film 
accessories is here to help with that.

Take full control over digitizing your 35 
mm negatives at home. Perfect for special 
Lomographic formats like exposed sprocket 
holes, extra-long panoramas and overlapping 
exposures.

Introduce your precious little Lomographs to 
the digital world with unparalleled ease. 110 
format is a little bit more rare, so this scanning 
mask is the perfect choice to guarantee sharp 
scans of your smaller shots.

Scan your regular and special format 120 
negatives with a digital camera or flatbed 
scanner with this handy film mask, complete 
with magnetic strips to hold your negative 
completely flat and anti slip pads for an even 
more convenient experience.

LOMOGRAPHY  
FILM ACCESSORIES
LOMOGRAPHY DIGITALIZA
SCANNING MASKS
35 MM, 120, 110

DIGITALIZA 35 MM

DIGITALIZA 110

DIGITALIZA 120
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LOMOGRAPHY  
FILM ACCESSORIES
LOMOGRAPHY
DIGITALIZA+ &
DIGITALIZA MAX

new

Let's get SCANdalous!

Our new all-in-one scanning kits make digitizing 
your film using a smartphone or digital camera fast, 
simple and fun! 

Scan your regular and special format 35 mm 120 
and even 127 negatives, as well as special formats 
like overlapping exposures or exposed sprocket 
holes. Just the way you want them.

DIGITALIZA+ DIGITALIZA MAX 

Use your digital camera for scanning 35 mm and 120 
negatives at home, including special formats and film 
borders.

Use your smartphone or digital camera for scanning 35 
mm and 120 negatives at home, including special for-
mats and film borders.
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Bringing a Fast and Easy Way to Instantly Scan and 
Share 35 mm Films Using Your Smartphone.

The Smartphone Film Scanner offers Lomographers 
and analogue lovers a quick, easy and portable way 
to scan 35 mm films with a wide range of apps. 
Simply turn on its backlight, insert your film and take 
a photo of the film using your smartphone. 

You’ll instantly have a digital version of your film that 
can be archived, edited or shared using your phone's 
camera.

LOMOGRAPHY  
FILM ACCESSORIES
LOMOGRAPHY  
SMARTPHONE SCANNER

• Scan and share your regular and special format 35 
mm negatives with ease
• Direct light panel for crystal clear details
• Portable and light for photographers on-the-go 
• Scans every type of 35 mm film you can think of
• Perfect for sharing your shots on social media and 
digitally archiving your analogue antics
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FILM OVERVIEW

35 MM FILM SKU
LomoChrome Metropolis 35 mm 2021 ISO 100-400 F236MPOLIS21

LomoChrome Purple XR 100-400 ASA Single Pack F436LC19

LomoChrome Turquoise 35 mm 2021 ISO 100-400 F236TQ1

Lomography B&W ISO 8/35 mm Fantôme Kino Film Single Pack F8BW35

Lomography B&W ISO 13/35 mm Babylon Kino Film Single Pack F13BW35

Lomography Berlin Kino B&W ISO 400 2019 Formula Single Pack F436BWCINE

Lomography B&W 100/35 mm Potsdam Kino Film Single Pack F136BWCINE

Analogue Quartet Mixed Film Pack 35 mm Single Pack F436MX4

Analogue Trio Mixed Film Pack 35 mm Single Pack F336MX3

Analogue Duet Mixed Film Pack 35 mm Single Pack F236MX2

Color Negative 35 mm 100ASA 3 pack F3361

Color Negative 35 mm 400ASA 3 pack F436C3

Color Negative 35 mm 800ASA 3 pack F836C3

Redscale 35mm XR 50-200ASA 3 pack F136XR3

Lomography Lady Grey 400 ASA 3 pcs F436BW3

Lomography Earl Grey 100 ASA 3 pcs F136BW3

120 FILM SKU
LomoChrome Metropolis 120 - 2021 ISO 100-400 F2120MPOLIS21

LomoChrome Purple XR 100-400 ASA/120 Single Pack F4120LC19

LomoChrome Turquoise 120 2021 ISO 100-400 F1120TQ1

Lomography Berlin Kino B&W ISO 400 2019 Formula Single Pack F4120BWCINE

Lomography B&W 100/120 Potsdam Kino Film Single Pack F1120BWCINE

Lomography Redscale XR 50-200 3 pcs F1120XR3

Lomography Color Negative 100/120 3 pcs F1120C3

Lomography Color Negative 400/120 3 pcs F4120C3

Lomography Colour Negative 800/120 3 pcs F8120C3

Lomography Lady Grey 400/120 3 pcs F4120BW3

Lomography Earl Grey 100/120 3 pcs F1121BW3

110 FILM SKU
LomoChrome Metropolis 110 - 2021 ISO 100-400 F210MPOLIS21

LomoChrome Purple 110 - 2019 batch Single Pack F410LC1

LomoChrome Turquoise 110 2021 ISO 100-400 F110TQ1

Lomography B&W Orca 110 100 ASA Single Pack F110BW1

Lomography Color Tiger 110 200 ASA Single Pack F110C1

Lomography Color Tiger 110 200 ASA 3 pcs F110C3

Lomography Lobster Redscale 110 200 ASA Single Pack F410RS1

LOMOGRAPHY FILM ACCESSORIES
DigitaLIZA 135 Film Scanning Mask Z360N

DigitaLIZA 120 Film Scanning Mask Z361N

DigitaLIZA 110 Film Scanning Mask Z362

DigitaLIZA+ Z365

DigitaLIZA Max Z365MAX

Lomography Smartphone Scanner Z100SCAN
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THE SIMPLE USE RELOADABLE
FILM CAMERA

In 2021 we teamed up with Parisian DJ and music producer 
Darius to release this special edition camera inspired by his 
album art – ready to dazzle come rain or shine. 

Shoot, Reload, Repeat. 

The Simple Use Reloadable Film Camera is an affordable 
addition to your analogue arsenal promising endless 
experimentation. Lightweight and packed with creative 
features like built-in flash andand funky colored gel flash 
filters – you can take it with you everywhere. Best of all, it's 
reloadable so the fun will never end. Choose between four 
preloaded editions and then reload with a new 35 mm film 
and go again…and again…and again. 

Keep an eye out for special edition Simple Use 
Reloadable Film Cameras. We regularly team up with 
brands and artists to create limited runs of exclusive 
designs. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Film Format: 35 mm film

Lens Focal Length: 31 mm

Shutter Speed: 1/120 s

Aperture: f/9

Focusing Distance: 1 m to infinity

Flash: Built-in flash (press & hold to charge), 15-second recycle time

Battery: 1 × AA battery

Dimensions (mm): 115 × 60 × 33

LOADED &
READY-TO-SHOOT
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The Analogue Aqua lets you dive down to depths of 10 m and 
comes in two preloaded editions – Lomography Color Negative 
400 or LomoChrome Purple. All original Simple Use functionality 
is fully seafaring too, including three vivid colored gel flash filters 
and powerful in-built flash. Submerge yourself and inspire your 
imagination with color-shifting underwater scenes.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Film Format: 35 mm film

Lens Focal Length: 31 mm

Shutter Speed: 1/120 s

Aperture: f/9

Focusing Distance: 1 m to infinity

Flash: Built-in flash

Battery: 1 × AA battery

Dimensions (mm): 115 × 60 × 33

The Reloadable Original With Added  
Underwater Appeal.

Our Simple Use Reloadable Film Camera + Underwater 
Case is the latest addition to our reloadable Simple Use 
family. Whatever the weather, the Analogue Aqua will be 
your fearless photo taking friend, swim-up bar sidekick, 
beach bum buddy and poolside pal. Slip under the surface 
and snap your way through a film of nautical negatives – 
from the sandy seashore to your local lido, rippling rock 
pools to private onsens, new aqua adventures await.

THE SIMPLE USE RELOADABLE
ANALOGUE AQUA

LOADED &
READY-TO-SHOOT

Preloaded with either Lomography Color Negative 400 or 

LomoChrome Purple film.
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SIMPLE USE RELOADABLE FILM CAMERA 
OVERVIEW

SIMPLE USE RELOADABLE FILM CAMERA
Simple Use Reloadable Film Camera Black and White 400 SUC100BW-27

Simple Use Reloadable Film Camera 400/27 Metropolis SUC100MP

Simple Use Reloadable Film Camera 400/27 Lomochrome Purple SUC100LC-27

Simple Use Reloadable Film Camera Color Negative 400 SUC100CN

ANALOGUE AQUA
Analogue Aqua Simple Use Reloadable Film Camera Lomochrome Purple UH100SULCP

Analogue Aqua Simple Use Reloadable Film Camera Color Negative UH100SUC
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Forever advocating the capture of this curious adventure that we call 
LIFE in all its analogue glory, every single Lomography camera has its 
own personality and a host of special features designed to inspire 
unabashed experimentation and creative joy.

Spanning every color under the sun, some boasting exclusive limited 
edition designs, there are more than a handful of cameras to choose 
from – multi-lens, panoramic, 35 mm, medium-format, 110, instant…
the list goes on. Take a look.

SPECIAL FEATURE  
CAMERAS
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DIANA F+ 
Experience the medium format mayhem of 
this iconic ‘60s revival camera.

The Diana F+ is the biggest of the bunch, 
shoots medium format frames and comes 
with a fantastic flash. Simple settings let you 
choose between two shutter speeds and 
two image sizes.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Film Format: 120

Lens Focal Length: 75 mm

Shutter Speed: 1/60 (N), Bulb (B)

Available Apertures: Pinhole, Cloudy= f/8, 

Half-Shade= f/11, Sunny= f/16

Focusing Distance: 1 m to infinity

Flash Connection: Diana Flash Plug

Battery: No battery required

Tripod Mount: Yes

Viewfinder: Direct optical viewfinder

DIANA MINI 
The iconic camera we know and love in 35 
mm format.
 
The Diana Mini, in the middle, can shoot up 
to 72 pics on half-frame or a standard 36 on 
square mode for joyous juxtapositions and 
multiple exposures.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Film Format: 35 mm film

Lens Focal Length: 24 mm

Shutter Speed: 1/60 (N), Bulb (B)

Available Apertures: Cloudy= f/8 Sunny= 

f/11

Focusing Distance: 1 m to infinity

Flash Connection: Diana Flash Plug

Battery: 1 × AA battery

Tripod Mount: Yes

Viewfinder: Direct optical viewfinder

DIANA BABY
Shoot tiny analogue squares on this 
unique, miniature 110 film camera.
 
Teeny-tiny Diana Baby shoots on 110 film 
and comes with a 24 mm lens as standard 
as well as the option to add a 12 mm lens for 
wide-angle antics.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Film Format: 110

Lens Focal Length: 24 mm

Shutter Speed: 1/100 (N), Bulb (B)

Available Apertures: Fixed f/8 

Focusing Distance: 1 m to infinity

Flash Connection: PC-Socket

Battery: No battery required

Tripod Mount: No

Viewfinder: Direct optical viewfinder

The Diana aesthetic is more than just a look,  
it’s a way of life. 

Our Diana cameras are inspired by the original, 60s cult classic 
and famed for their quirky character, unpredictable charm, punchy 
colors, retro vignettes, artistic light leaks, romantic renderings and 
splendid square shots! These little divas are the best for flexible 
shooting formats and analogue experimentation. Each edition 
boasts different features from bulb mode to pinhole and multiple 
exposure functionality as well as compatibility with a range of 
accessories.

SPECIAL FEATURE CAMERAS
THE DIANA FAMILY
Enjoy the Diana look on three different formats
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Creative Possibilities Packed-in Like Sardines. 

The La Sardina camera features a 22 mm wide-angle lens and 
can take any 35 mm film. Coming standard with features such 
as nighttime bulb mode, multiple exposure functionality, and a 
minimum focusing distance of 0.6 meters, this creative camera also 
features a rewind dial so you can turn back frames at any time you 
want.

Now, all that’s left to do is choose between the La Sardina designs 
available!

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Film Format: 35 mm film

Lens Focal Length: 22 mm

Shutter Speed: 1/100 (N), Bulb (B)

Aperture: f/8

Focusing Distance: 0.6 m to 1 m, 1m to infinity

Flash Connection: Unique La Sardina micro contact

Battery: 1 x CR123A

Tripod Mount: Yes

Viewfinder: Inverse Galileo-type built-in viewfinder

22 mm wide-angle lens perfect for landscapes, 
cityscapes or even detailed selfies

LA SARDINA DIY LA SARDINA EIGHTBALL
Customizable with your own creative design or  
La Sardina Dresses

A sophisticated film-shooting companion, dressed  
in a sleek, textured all black design

SPECIAL FEATURE CAMERAS
THE LA SARDINA
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Demystify the inner workings of your camera with 
these DIY designs.

Fancy yourself a mechanical mastermind, camera connoisseur or 
product assembly pro? Then we have some creative cameras lined 
up for you which might just keep those thumbs from twiddling. Plan 
a day of positive productivity and build your own camera from the 
bottom up before proudly flaunting your daring design for decades 
to come. 

SPECIAL FEATURE CAMERAS 
DIY CAMERAS

KONSTRUKTOR F 
The SLR camera you build yourself, with a 50 
mm focal length and customizable design!
 
Allow the Konstruktor F to demystify the machinery 
behind your masterpieces. Build your very own SLR 
camera in just 1-2 hours and then customize to 
your heart’s content. Construct your own piece of 
camera history.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Film Format: 35 mm

Lens Focal Length: 50 mm

Shutter Speed: Fixed 1/80 (N), Bulb (B)

Available Apertures: fixed f/10

Focusing Distance: 0.5 m to infinity

Flash Connection: PC-Socket

Battery: No battery required

Tripod Mount: Yes

Viewfinder: Twin-lens reflex viewfinder

LOMOMOD NO.1 
A flat-packed, cardboard camera with an 80 mm 
lens you can fill with any liquid!

The LomoMod No.1 lets you build your own medium 
format camera using the traditions of sashimono 
carpentry, no screws or glue required. With a lush 
liquid-filled lens to boot you can color your shots 
with anything from food coloring to fizzy cola. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Film Format: 120

Lens Focal Length: 80 mm

Shutter Speed: N (1/100), Bulb

Available Apertures: f/11, f/16, f/19, f/22, f/27, f/32

Focusing Distance: 2.5 m to infinity, with 1 

adjustment ring: 1.5-5 m

Flash Connection: PC-Socket

Battery: No battery required

Tripod Mount: Yes

Viewfinder: None

Craft and customize your own 35 mm or 120 
camera and learn everything about analogue!
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An undeniably authentic analogue aesthetic.

Have you noticed Instagram’s film border filters that mimic authentic 
analogue sprocket holes? Us too, and who can blame them, it’s a great 
look. But instead of faking the effect, why not do it for real? We’ve  
got the tools to help master this quintessentially analogue aesthetic 
with no digital trickery required. Introducing the Sprocket Rocket.

The world’s only 35 mm camera dedicated to sprocket 
holes, the Sprocket Rocket lets you shoot perfect 
perforated panoramas. With special scroll knobs, you 
can travel back in time to mix n’ match your memories 
with multiple exposures and endless panoramas too. 
Choose between classic black and outrageous red. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Film Format: 35 mm film

Lens Focal Length: 30 mm

Shutter Speed: Fixed 1/100 (N), Bulb (B)

Aperture: Cloudy = f/10.8 Sunny = f/16

Focusing Distance: 1 m to infinity

Flash Connection: Hot-shoe

Battery: No battery required

Tripod Mount: Yes

Viewfinder: Inverse direct optical viewfinder

Exposes the whole frame, including the sprocket 
holes, for photos with an unmistakably analogue 
look

SPECIAL FEATURE CAMERAS 
THE SPROCKET ROCKET
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Direct the short film of your dreams. 

With the LomoKino, you can shoot a movie of up to 144 frames on 
any 35 mm film. Once you’ve wrapped up your shoot, you can admire 
your frames as individual pics, or use our app to turn them into an 
analogue movie. Get your kicks from creating an analogue flick!Make your own analogue movie on 35 mm film!

SPECIAL FEATURE CAMERAS
THE LOMOKINO

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Film Format: 35 mm film

Shutter Speed: Fixed 1/100

Aperture: f/5.6 to f/11

Focusing Distance: 0.6 m to infinity

Flash Connection: Hot-shoe

Battery: No battery required

Tripod Mount: Yes

Viewfinder: Inverse Galileo-Type built-in viewfinder
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Pack all the action into bright, bulbous photo-balls.

Escape those regular rectangular frames and embrace the curvature 
of the earth with our fantastic Fisheye cameras. Packed with a 
powerful flash, multiple exposure functionality, bulb mode, and a 
super-wide 170° field of view, they are the perfect circular snappers 
for any occasion.

SPECIAL FEATURE CAMERAS
THE FISHEYE NO.2 CAMERA

This compact 35 mm fisheye camera takes truly unique photos. 
The Fisheye No.2 is your key to wide-angle photographic 
freedom. Equipped with a 170° field of view, bulb mode, multiple 
exposure functionality and a powerful flash.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Film Format: 35 mm 

Lens Focal Length: 10 mm 

Shutter Speed: 1/100 (N), Bulb (B) 

Apertures: Fixed f/8  

Focusing Distance: Get as close as possible 

Flash Connection: Hot-shoe 

Battery: 1 × AA 

Tripod Mount: No

Viewfinder: Direct optical viewfinder

This fish-eyed friend packs in a whole 
boatload of creative features so you can sail 
away on a wave of photographic freedom.
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Four photos in one frame. 

Make like Andy Warhol and up your selfie game by shooting photo-
strip images on your ActionSampler. Colorful and charismatic, 
this light-hearted beauty has four wide-angle lenses and shoots 
sequential images onto a single frame of film. Encased in cleat 
plastic, you can see right through to the inner workings. Grab your 
friends and celebrate the ridiculous, the outrageous, the foolish and 
the fun with the ActionSampler

SPECIAL FEATURE CAMERAS
THE ACTIONSAMPLER

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Film Format: 35 mm film

Lens Focal Length: Four 26 mm single-element 

sequentially operated lenses

Shutter Speed: Fixed 1/100

Aperture: Fixed f/8

Focusing Distance: 1.2 m to infinity

Flash Connection: None

Battery: No battery required

Tripod Mount: No

Viewfinder: Sportsfinder

Capture all the action with four 26 mm  
single-element sequentially operated lenses
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LOMO LC-A 120  
A compact medium-format camera with a 
38 mm lens. 

The LC-A 120 is a compact medium format 
film camera, expanding the classic LC-A 
style to the popular 6×6 format. Featuring 
zone-focus and auto exposure.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Film Format: 35 mm

Lens Focal Length: 32 mm

Shutter Speed: Automatic - ∞ to 1/500

Available Apertures: Automatic f2/.8 to f/16

Focusing Distance: 0.8 m to infinity

Flash Connection: Hot-shoe

Battery: 3 x AG13 / LR44 / 357 / SR44

Tripod Mount: Yes

Viewfinder: Direct optical viewfinder

SPECIAL FEATURE CAMERAS
THE LC-A FAMILY

LOMO LC-A+ 
The classic Lomography 35 mm film camera, 
with original Minitar-1 32 mm glass lens. 

This classic Lomography 35 mm film camera 
features the original Minitar-1 glass lens, a 
solid metal body, easy auto-exposure and 
precise zone focusing.

LOMO LC-A 120  
A compact medium-format camera with a 
38 mm lens. 

The LC-A 120 is a compact medium format 
film camera, expanding the classic LC-A 
style to the popular 6×6 format. Featuring 
zone-focus and auto exposure.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Film Format: 120

Lens Focal Length: 38 mm

Shutter Speed: Automatic - ∞ to 1/500

Available Apertures: Automatic f/4.5 to f/16

Focusing Distance: 0.6 m to infinity

Flash Connection: Hot-shoe

Battery: 3 x AG13 / LR44 / 357 / SR44

Tripod Mount: No

Viewfinder: Direct optical viewfinder

LOMO LC-WIDE  
The 35 mm film camera with a 17 mm 
ultra-wide lens.  
 
The LC-Wide is a compact 35mm camera 
with an expansive 17 mm ultra-wide lens. 
With zone-focusing and auto-exposure of 
the LC-A, it’s an automatic hit.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Film Format: 35 mm film

Lens Focal Length: 17 mm

Shutter Speed: Automatic - ∞ to 1/500

Available Apertures: Automatic f/4.5 to f/16

Focusing Distance: 0.4 m to infinity

Flash Connection: Hot-shoe

Battery: 3 x AG13 / LR44 / 357 / SR44

Tripod Mount: Yes

Viewfinder: Direct optical viewfinder

Back to where it all began. 

While touring Prague, a group of young Viennese students (the 
Lomography founders-to-be) stumbled upon the LOMO LC-A in a 
quirky, old-school camera shop, and started shooting from the hip. 
Upon returning to Vienna, they had their film rolls developed, resulting 
in strangely beautiful images. Soon the questions started coming from 
friends, family and strangers – they wanted their own LC-A cameras!

Still today, the LC-A family are firm favorites among die-hard 
Lomographers all over the world. 

Get the signature Lomo look with shadowy 
vignettes, eye-popping colors and saturation 
with all three models. 
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Go loopy with liquids, wild for the wetlook and 
crazy with colors.

The HydroChrome Sutton’s Panoramic Belair Camera combines 
some of Lomography’s best-loved features into one camera. Craft 
sweeping panoramics, with thrilling and unpredictable liquid-
effects and expose those sprocket holes – all in one go! Affordable, 
ingenious and simple-to-use, this camera invites you to dive into an 
ocean of creative colors and analogue experimentation.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Film Format: 35 mm

Lens Focal Length: 32 mm

Shutter Speeds: N (1/100), B (Bulb)

Apertures: f/11, f/16, f/22, f/32 & f/168 (pinhole)

Focusing Distance: 1.5 m to infinity

Flash Connection: PC-Socket

Battery: No battery required

Tripod Mount: Yes

Viewfinder: Sportsfinder

The world's first 35 mm format panoramic 
camera with a liquid-filled lens

SPECIAL FEATURE CAMERAS
THE HYDROCHROME 
SUTTON’S PANORAMIC  
BELAIR CAMERA
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SPECIAL FEATURE CAMERAS
OVERVIEW

35 MM CAMERAS
Diana Mini & Flash HP550

Diana Mini & Flash Picnic Edition HP550PICNIC

La Sardina & Flash - DIY SP200DIY

La Sardina 8-Ball SP100AB

Sprocket Rocket - Black HP400

Fisheye N°2 Camera FCP200

Konstruktor F HP150SLR

Actionsampler Transparent ASP200

LomoKino Camera - Black MC100BN

120 CAMERAS
HydroChrome Sutton’s Panoramic Belair Camera HCS135PB

LomoMod No.1 LM120DIYN

Diana F+ HP700

Diana F+ & Flash - Nami Edition HP700NAMI

110 CAMERAS
Diana Baby 110 & 12mm Lens Package HP620
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Make meaningful memories that magically 
develop before your eyes.

Lomography Instant Cameras are without 
doubt, the most versatile on the market. 
With cable releases, remote control 
shutters, color gel filters, multiple exposure 
mode, bulb capability and fantastic flashes 
the creative possibilities are endless. Our 
interchangeable lenses let you switch 
between wide-angle, fisheye and close-
up photography too. You can even opt for 
one of our multi-coated glass lens editions 
for the clearest instants the world has ever 
seen.

LOMOGRAPHY  
INSTANT CAMERAS

We embrace opportunities to collaborate 
with inspiring international artists and have 
an array of limited edition designs. Our 
Instant Cameras are often released boasting 
brand new outfits, looking fierce, fresh and 
funky.

All our instant cameras take the high quality 
and widely available Fujifilm Instax Film, for 
ultimate convenience but what size will you 
choose? The options are many with mini, 
square and wide at your disposal. 
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The ultimate instant camera that lets you do it all.

The Lomo’Instant Automat automatically adjusts its settings to your 
surroundings. It shoots on mini and comes with zone-focusing, 
exposure compensation control and a lens cap that doubles as a 
shutter release.

INSTANT CAMERAS
THE LOMO’INSTANT  
AUTOMAT

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Film Format: Instax Mini

Lens Focal Length: 60 mm (35 mm equivalent)

Shutter Speeds: Bulb (maximum 30 seconds),  

Auto (8 s-1/250)

Apertures: Automatic f/8, f/22

Focusing Distance: 0.6 m / 1 - 2 m / infinity

Flash Connection: Built-in flash

Frame Counter: LED indication

Battery: 2 × CR2 batteries (2 × 3V)

Tripod Mount: Yes

Viewfinder: Direct optical viewfinder

Keep an eye out for special edition Lomo instant 
Automat  Cameras. We regularly team up with brands 
and artists to create limited runs of exclusive designs. 

If you opt for a Lomo’Instant Automat Combo edition then you 
level up with three additional interchangeable lens attachments – 
wide-angle, close-up, fisheye and a splitzer – for endless creative 
adventure.

Fish Eye  
Lens

Wide Angle 
Lens

Close Up  
Lens

Splitzer 

Your everyday Instant inspiration
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All the fun of the Lomo’Instant Automat with added appeal. The 
Lomo’Instant Automat Glass boasts a multi-coated, 38 mm wide-
angle glass lens to reduce reflections and create the boldest, 
sharpest instant minis the world has ever seen. The Lomo’Instant 
Automat Glass also comes with a glass close-up lens attachment, a 
splitzer and a remote control shutter release. 

INSTANT CAMERAS
THE LOMO’INSTANT  
AUTOMAT GLASS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Film Format: Instax Mini

Lens Focal Length: 38 mm

Shutter Speeds: Bulb (maximum 30 seconds),  

auto (8 s-1/250)

Apertures: Automatic f/4.5, f/22

Focusing Distance: 0.3 m to infinity

Flash Connection: Built-in flash

Frame Counter: LED indication

Battery: 2 × CR2 batteries (2 × 3V)

Tripod Mount: Yes

Viewfinder: Direct optical viewfinder

Splitzer Timer Close Up 
Lens

A glass lens for bolder, sharper instant 
masterpieces than ever before.

Keep an eye out for special edition Lomo 
instant Automat Glass Cameras. 

We regularly team up with brands 
and artists to create limited runs of 
exclusive designs. 
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Take a ride on the wide side. 

The Lomo’Instant Wide instants are twice as wide as the minis for 
twice as much fun. This camera also features a fully programmatic 
shutter as well as automatic and creative shooting modes. Combining 
high quality craftsmanship with versatile features, the Lomo’Instant 
Wide is the instant camera for any and every person who revels 
in capturing every beautiful, bizarre and bewildering moment in a 
creative and perfectly exposed way.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Film Format: Instax Wide

Lens Focal Length: 90 mm (35 mm equivalent)

Shutter Speeds: B (Bulb), auto shooting mode  

(8 s-1/250), fixed shutter speed mode (1/30)

Apertures: f/8, f/22

Focusing Distance: 0.6 m / 1-2 m / infinity

Flash Connection: Built-in flash

Frame Counter: Auto frame counter

Battery: 4 × AA-size (LR6)

Tripod Mount: Yes

Viewfinder: Direct optical viewfinder

 Ultra Wide 
Lens

If you opt for a Lomo’Instant Automat Combo edition 
then you level up with additional interchangeable 
lens attachments – ultra-wide angle, close-up and a 
splitzer – for endless creative adventure.

INSTANT CAMERAS
THE LOMO’INSTANT  
WIDE
The world's most creative Instant Wide 
camera & lens system

Close-Up 
Lens

Splitzer
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Creative, compact and customizable.

The Lomo’Instant shoots magnificent mini’s in three shooting modes, 
comes with a built-in wide-angle lens and is compatible with many 
more.

INSTANT CAMERAS 
THE LOMO’INSTANT 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Film Format: Instax Mini

Lens Focal Length: 48 mm (27 mm equivalent)

Shutter Speeds: Automatic ∞ to 1/125 (N), Bulb (B)

Apertures: Default f/16 (or manual control f/8, f/11, 

f/22, f/32 in exposure compensation)

Focusing Distance: 0.4 m - 0.9 m / 1 m to infinity

Flash Connection: Built-in flash

Frame Counter: Auto frame counter

Battery: 4 × AAA

Tripod Mount: Yes

Viewfinder: Direct optical viewfinder

Fish-Eye  
LensPortrait 

Lens
Close-Up 

Lens

If you opt for a Lomo’Instant Combo edition then you 
level up with three additional interchangeable lens 
attachments – portrait, close-up and fisheye – for 
endless creative adventure. 

Get instantly creative with this family of 
experimental instant cameras!

Keep an eye out for special edition Lomo instant Automat. 
We regularly team up with brands and artists to create 

limited runs of exclusive designs. 
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The world’s first Instant Back for 4×5 cameras 
designed for Fujifilm Instax Wide.

Developed together with large format photography professionals, 
the LomoGraflok is an individual light-tightened Instant film ejection 
unit for all Graflok-equipped 4×5 cameras which uses Fujifilm Instax 
Wide film – the most widely available and cost-effective instant film 
on the market.

INSTANT ACCESSORIES
THE LOMOGRAFLOK 

With the LomoGraflok, large format photographers have 
a readymade, easy solution for shooting with Instax 
film. It’s the perfect addition to the large format toolkit 
and allows for unrestricted experimentation, testing 
different shooting settings with ease and lets you enjoy 
great results within seconds. Large format photography 
just got a whole lot easier, less expensive, and more 
accessible.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Film Format: Instax Wide

Exposure Area: 99 mm × 62 mm

Frame Counter: Auto frame counter

Battery: 4 × AA-size (LR6)

Dimensions: 181 mm (H) × 120 mm (W) × 50 mm (D)

Weight: Approx. 500 g

Mount Type: Standard 4×5 Graflok

Focal Plane: Approx. 19 mm backward, compensated  

by accompanying focusing mask

Instant Back for 4×5 cameras
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INSTANT CAMERA  
OVERVIEW

LOMO’INSTANT AUTOMAT GLASS
Lomo’Instant Automat Glass Magellan LI870B

LOMO’INSTANT AUTOMAT 
Lomo’Instant Automat Playa Jardín LI150B

Lomo’Instant Automat Bora Bora LI150W

Lomo’Instant Automat South Beach LI150LUX

Lomo’Instant Automat & Lenses Playa Jardín LI850B

Lomo’Instant Automat & Lenses Bora Bora LI850W

Lomo’Instant Automat & Lenses South Beach LI850LUX

Lomo’Instant Automat & Lenses Suntur LI850SUNTUR

LOMO’INSTANT
Lomo’Instant Mini Black LI100B

Lomo’Instant Mini White LI100W

Lomo’Instant Mini San Remo LI100LUX

Lomo’Instant Mini Black + 3 Lenses LI800B

Lomo’Instant Mini White + 3 Lenses LI800W

Lomo’Instant Mini San Remo + 3 Lenses LI800LUX

Lomo’Instant Gongkan Edition Combo LI800GKN

LOMO’INSTANT WIDE
Lomo’Instant Wide Black LI200B

Lomo’Instant Wide Combo Black LI900B

Lomo’Instant Wide Combo Central Park LI900LUX

Lomo’Instant Wide William Klein Edition LI900WK

INSTANT ACCESSORIES
LomoGraflok 4x5 Instant Back Z45INST


